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JANUARY/FEBRUARY

• AE50 Awards

2018 FEATURE SCHEDULE

Honoring outstanding innovation
• VisualChallenge7

Beyond the words: Ag and bio
engineering in the viewfinder

• Student ethics essay winner

“Fighting the right to repair:
The perpetuity of a monopoly”

• Helping students of low socioeconomic status succeed in STEM
A new way to predict
collegiate success

JULY/AUGUST
• Biosensors: The future of agro-defense?

• Engineering the design of buffers
and vegetative filter strips

• Safety standards saving lives
• Down the drain-tile history

• Member Profile: Yoshisuke Kishida
• SmartFarm research

MARCH/APRIL

• Process control in microbial
fermentation

• University of Illinois project-based
South African study abroad program
• University of Kentucky goes to
Germany

• Global Initiative Conference
report, Stellenbosch, South Africa

• Interconnectivity of Future Farms
• “Where the road ends …”

MAY/JUNE

• Big Data: What is it? Is my data big
data?
• Corn stover fire tests
• Swine Smarts

• Polymers … CO2 injection
… increased productivity/yield

• Report: Opportunities in the FoodEnergy-Water Nexus
• Guide to Consultants supplement

SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER
Special Issue

NOVEMBER/DECEMBER
Special Issue

DISCOVER
Careers in Agricultural and
Biological Engineering

Start-Ups

• Profiles of students and
those in the profession
• Opportunities for internships
and studies abroad
• Leading ABE universities and colleges
• Insights on choosing a major, working
through the coursework,
and jobs awaiting graduates

For questions about editorial content:

Entrepreneurial ag and bio
engineers … with stories to tell.
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